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Building the part library is the next step.  I find it helpful to place each part on the schematic 
page as I build them.  Then copy and move them as needed throughout the pages of the 
schematic.

In the library, you will find 4 categories:  Decals, Parts, Lines, and Logic.  In each category 
different types of things are drawn.

Here we show the category for Lines.
In this area you can draw such things
as the titleblock with text that appears
on your schematic page, a logo, or as
in the sample shown, an alignment
target.  Alignment targets are used on
the Layout half of the software to keep
different film layers aligned during the
fabrication process.

The advantage of making a library
component out of a group of lines
and/or text is that you can just load
them from the library whenever you
need them instead of having to drawn
them from scratch each time they are
used.  None of these components are
considered electrical, as in having any
connection to any electrical
component.  They are merely pictures
and text that are particular to their
location in the schematic or layout.
They may be inserted in either half of
the software, but will not be linked to
the other half, so will not automatically
appear in the other location.

Here, you may also want to build line components for your default Layout page.  Following is  
a screen capture of what I use.  These components contain much the same information as 
the ones on the Schematic pages.  Though in here, I have included default fabrication notes 
which inform the fabrication house of different necessary parameters.  A lot of it is simple text 
which can be modified and to which numbers and additional text can be later added.  It is a 
benefit to these line components that the text can be modified within the design.  The lines 
can also be modified, but it is a more complex process.



This particular set of Fab Notes deal with the most commonly used parameters of fabrication. 
Depending on your design, other elements may need to be specified.  But, working from a 
basic list, you can easily add and delete elements as needed.

You may also want to add Assembly Notes to the Assembly Drawing Layers which might 
indicate where there are such things as keep out areas for manufacturers logos, or 
requirements for attaching heat sinks to certain components, or anything else that may not 
already be specified in the design.

Because PC Boards have multiple layers, so also does the drawing.  The different colors used
in the above reflect what layer that information is on.  In this case what is in green is on all 
layers.  The notes in purple are on the Drill Drawing layer (Fabrication Drawing layer).  The 
different colored text in the titleblock reflect which layer that text is on.  All of these colors are 
arbitrary and up to the user's preference.  The black "target" above indicates the Origin of the 
drawing and is where everything else is internally dimensioned from.


